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Introduction. The extensive 4oAr-39~r dating (1,2,3,4) of almost all con- 
stituents of light gray breccia 73215 within the framework of the O.B. James 
Co orti studying that rock has resulted in three principal findings: Y 3 1. O M -  Ar plateau ages of breccia matrix samples do not necessarily reflect - 
the time of the breccia forming event. 2. Ages of clasts within a breccia may 
be chronologically significant for theiF pre-breccia history. 3. The *act 
event forming the South Serenitatis basin most pr20bably cccurrgd 3.87 iiE ago 
thus limiting the time interval for the formation of a number of large ringed 
basins to less than 100 my. 

This report is on an additional finding which has been obtained by 40~r- 
39Ar dating of a previo~sly not dated type clast from this exceptional breccia, 
a pink-spinel-bearing troctolitic basalt, 73215,170. The texture and mineralo- 
gy of this clast has been extensively studied by James and Hedenquist, 1978(5) 
who found that 1. the troctolitic melt very rapidly crystallized at or near 
the lunar surface. 2. Later the rock was granulated and recrystallized but 
leaving portions of-the basalt undefomed. 3. The rock was later again frag- 
mented by impact (s) but without recrystallization. Ilrgan et al. ? 1976 (6) and 
Blanchard et al., 1977 (7) found that this clast contains an indlgeneous trace 
element pattern and not, as most other clasts from that breccia, additions of 
presumably meteoritic material. 

Results and Discussion. The 40Ar-39Ar experiment with a 4.1 mg chip of 
the clast was performed with our previously published experimental and data 
reduction procedures (1) with the exception that prior to the experiment the 
sample had not been preheated at 200'~ as usual. As a consequence, the first 
two fractions are contaminated by atmospheric argon to an m o w n  degree. With 
extraterrestrial samples such a contamination cannot be corrected for. These 
fractions. however, contain only 2.3% of the total 39Ar released and therefore 
their age information is minute and they are neglected. 

The results are compiled in the Table. The Ca and K concentrations are 
4.7% and 260 ppm, which can be compared to 5.8% and 490 ppm, respectively, 
measured previously by atomic absorption spectropho ometry (7). The last four 5 fl-actions comprising 96% of 37Ar released yield a 3 Ar/37~r exposure age of 
256+10 my (Fig.1) in agreement with the exposure time of the other samples 
from this breccia (1) and the Kr-Kr age (8) thus excluding significant preir- 
radiation of the clast. 

The age spectrum (Fig.2) shows a two step pattern similar to those which 
also have been obtained for anorthositic gabbro clasts from 73215 (I), for 
plagioclase from 65015 (g), for a single plagioclase crystal from 72435 (10) 
and for two coarse-grained white inclusions from the Allende meteorite (11). 
The chronolopical significance of both parts of such spectra has been discuss- 
ed before (9,1,2,4). The lower temperature portion is interpreted as the upper 
limit to tne time of breccia formation. For the clast reported here the age is 
3.94+.07 AE inferred from the 800-10500C release fractions. Within the error 
limiTs this age is in agreement with the age of a felsite clast, 3.86+ - .04 AE 
(2,4,12), defining the time of fomtion of breccia 73215. 

The higher temperature portion of the age spectrum is a lower limit to 
the time of crystallisation of the clast. Here the apparent age of the 12W0C 
release fraction is intermediate between the age of the lower temperature pla- 
teau and of the final large gas fraction released at 14000C. There is not the 
sharp age hiatus as has been encountered in other 73215 clasts and also in 
the 72435 plagioclase crystal, but merely a "monotonic" age increase similar 
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to that in 65015 plagioclase, here due to the low resolution of the age 
spectrum less pronounced than there. The 14000C fraction gives an age of 
4.46-1- .04 AE as the lower limit for the crystallisation of the clast. This age 
is about 250 q y  older t'rlan that observed for anorthositic gabbro clasts (1). 

Within the franevrork of the proposed history of this pink-spinel-bearing 
troctolitic clast (5) several possibilities remain what the dated event is. 
Firstly, it may be the original crystallisation of the basalt. In that case, 
the material degassed at 14000C represents the "islands of basalt preserved 
virtually undeforned" (5) in the subsequent granulation and recrystallisation 
process. This might well be so as estimated temperatures during the recrystal 
lisation are 1100-1150°C (5), but very fast cooli% is required so that the rrg 
terial degassing at l400oC in the laboratory is not outgassed in the metamor- 
phic event. Secondly, the age may date the time of recrystallisation of the 
preexisting basalt ?"ne two processes also m y  be contemporaneous within the 
resolution of the 40Ar-39~r dating technique. The present data are not deci- 
sive which interpretation is correct. 

In either case, the ge of 4.46 AE of the pink-spinel-bearing troctoli- 
tic basalt is the oldest age reported for lunar samples (65015 plag 
4.39 AE (9) ; 67435 plag: 4.35 AE (13) ) . It constitutes a new lower limit for 
the formtion of this type of lunar material considered to be an "important 
link in many petrogenic schemes" (14) for the fomtion of the lunar high- 
lands. According to Taylor and Bence, 1975 (5), it is the product of post-so- 
lidification crustal processes. At 4.46 AE these early lwlar processez had 
already terminated and about 100 my after the "birth of the moon" the high- 
land crust already existed. 

TABLE 1: 40Ar-39~r Stepheating Results of 73215,170 

Temp. rO~ra 36~rb 37~rb 38~rb 39Arb Age c 
oc x105 ~103 xi05 ~105 AE "'absolute amounts 

503 238 334117 8t 1 103k g 68+ 4 
in units of 10'* 

(8 3 ccsTp/g; 
650 72 431258 109+ 9 328iX 272226 (5.901.16) b)relative to oOAr; 
800 76 52158 416t30 269i27 831i74 4.03k. 14 c ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  with 
950 138 680t41 525t23 817t38 826+38 4.042.07 
1050 190 J-value 0.069; 

619129 591117 991i31 934.36 3.84t.06 d)5mo and 6500c 
1200 315 677t20 560111 G98i34 760t16 4.171.03 are con 
1400 981 754+14 656+ 8 1080t15 637210 4.46k.04 
~otal~l701 

taminated by atm~ 
708*10 610t 6 979t12 717k 9 4.27*.02 spheric and 
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pink-spinel- bearing troctolitic basalt 

37 Fig. 1 ( left ) : Apparent 38~rc / Arc, 
exposure age spectrum of 7321 ,170. 
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Fig. 2 (below): Apparent age and K/Ca spectra 
of 73215,170. 

FRACTION 3 g ~ r  RELEASED 
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